An integrated map of the genome of the tubercle bacillus, Mycobacterium tuberculosis, was constructed by using a twin-pronged approach. Pulsed 
In spite of the availability of effective short-course chemotherapy, and the bacillus Calmette-Guerin (BCG) vaccine, Mycobacterium tuberculosis still accounts for more deaths worldwide than any other single infectious agent (1). Recent increases in tuberculosis in both developing and industrialized countries, together with the emergence of drug-resistant strains and synergy with the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) pandemic, have combined to raise considerable public concern and to highlight the need for radical improvements in control strategies (2). The development, improvement, and use of genetic tools for mycobacteria lie at the center of current research programs (3, 4) . Paradoxically, in the last few years, there has been a quantum jump in our understanding of the related leprosy bacillus, Mycobacterium leprae, as a result of the application of genome research and systematic DNA sequence analysis (5), and this has opened new avenues for research in immunology, therapeutics, and drug development. A similar approach for M. tuberculosis was thus urgently required.
The specific objectives of this project were to construct, characterize, and maintain ordered clone libraries corresponding to the chromosome of M. tuberculosis and to establish a contig map on which the positions of all known genes and markers were established. In parallel, a physical map of the genome was determined by means of pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) of macro-restriction fragments, and this was correlated with the contig map to produce an integrated map (6) suitable for dissemination through the dedicated mycobacterial database, MycDB (7).
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Analysis of M. tuberculosis DNA by PFGE. To prepare chromosomal DNA suitable for PFGE, M. tuberculosis strain H37Rv was inoculated into Dubos medium (Pasteur Diagnostics) supplemented with OADC (oleic acid, albumin, dextrose, catalase) (Difco), and incubated for 10 d at 37°C. In some cases D-cycloserine was then added (1 mg/ml) and incubation continued for an additional 24 h prior to cell harvesting, enclosure in low melting point agarose (GIBCO/BRL), and further processing to release intact genomic DNA, as described previously (8).
Samples were digested with restriction endonucleases and analyzed on a clamped homogeneous electric field (CHEF) apparatus (LKB 2015 Pulsaphor Plus) using 1.2% agarose gels (in 0.5 x TBE; 1 x TBE = 89 mM Tris/89 mM boric acid/2 mM EDTA) as described (8, 9 (22, 23) .
To determine the exact number of fragments and obtain an estimate of the chromosome size, samples were analyzed under a variety of electorphoretic conditions and pulse times. Dra I digestion gave rise to 35 fragments ranging in size from 2.2 to 580 kb ( Fig. 1 and Table 1 ), whereas Asn I generated 47 fragments (3-700 kb; Fig. 1 (Fig. 3) . At T830  T854  T453  T183  T292  T407  T333  T146  T130  T149  TS35  T403  T606  T449  T407  T485  T-/-T483  T776  T832  T369  T267  T144  T663  T174   T366   T336  T464  T597   T588  T407  T521  T721  T721   T440   T728   T68S  T144   T20   TSOO  T366  T116  T224  T616  T316  T192  T902  T148  T174  T918  T776  T172  T808  T692   T369  T258  T54  T93  T172  T167  T460  T832  T441  T465  T3S5  T49   ./.   T2S2  T449  T13  T311  T167   T73   T663  T198   T184   T685  T264  T333  T441  T240   T31  T776   T663  T112  T407  T776  T1S6   TS00   T170  T527  T258   T825   T173  T750 Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 93 (1996) (Fig. 3) (Figs. 3 and 4) . In BCG, the sole IS6110 element is located in the DR region, consisting of a series of short interspersed repeats (38) . From the map of the M. tuberculosis genome it is clear that DR is situated roughly midway between oriC and the putative replication terminus terC. As the DR site is invariably occupied by IS6110 in M. tuberculosis, it is probable that the original tubercle bacillus also had a single copy of IS6110 in DR and that this subsequently migrated outwards by transposition in a stepwise manner, as suggested by the clustering seen in H37Rv (Fig. 4) 
